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AERODYNAMIC CHARAOI!ERISTICSIN CCMBINED PITCH I&D
SIDESLJT OF S(ME CANARD-TYPE MISSIIWS HAVING
CRUCIl?ORMWINGS AND W SURFACES WITH
,
70° DELTA PLAN FORMS
~ M. Leroy Spearman and Cornelius Driver
An investigation has been conducted in the Iangley 4- by k-foot
supersonic pressure tunnel to detemdne the static longitudinal stability
and control ch&acteristics of several missiles at a Mach number of 2.01.
The missiles had cruciform wings and canard surfaces of delta plan fozzn
with leading edges swept 70°. Two models were tested with body fineness
ratios of 19.1 and 15.7. The tests were made through an incidence amgle
range from -2° to about 26° at various rolJ angles frm 0° to 90°.
The present paper consists largefi,of a data presentation of the
results obtained at combined angles of.pitch and sideslip. ~ addition
to the basic data presentation, appendixes are included in which the
body-, wind-, and stability-axes systems are described and the transfer








In connection with the development of missile cotii$jurationswith .
canard mntml surfaces, an investigation has been conducted in the
.!-
=ey 4- by l-foot supersonic pressure tunnel to detepine the longi-
tudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a series of such con-
figurations. The models had cruciform wings and c-rd controls of delta ‘.
ph fo~ with the leading edges swept 70° and were equipped with ~- \’
movable canard surfaces for both longitudinal and directional.control
and movable wing-tip ailerons for lateral control..
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The results of an investigation of the effects of boy length
(fineness ratios of 14.8, 15.7, 16.7, 17.7, and 19.1) on the longitudinal ~
stability and control characteristics of these missiles at a Mach number
of 2.01 are presented in reference 1. The aerodynamic characteristics
of the canard surfaces in the presence of the fineness ratio 19.1 body
at a Mach number of 1.61 are presented in reference 2. The results of
an investigation made at a Wch number of 2.01 to determine the effects
of large deflections of the canard control and deflections of the wing-
tip controls on the aerodynamic characteristics of the configuration tith
a fineness mtio of,15.7 are presented in reference 3. The results of
some additional tests made at a Mach number of 1.41 of the configuration ,
with a fineness ratio of 15.7 and of the bodies with fineness ratios of
15.7 and 19.1 with very small-span wings are presented in reference k.
The present paper consists of a data presentation of the results
obtained at a Mach number of 2.01 for the configurations with fineness
ratios of 15.7 and 19.1 at various roll angles from O0 to goo through
an incidence amgle range from -2° to about 26°. A resoltiion of these
results provides the aerodynamic characteristics for “themissiles at
angles of attackup to about 26° at zero angle of sideslip or at combined
augles of attack and sideslipup to a maximum of about 16° for each. The
results include those for the cmplete configurations (body-wing-canaml)
with wings both in line tiththe canard surfaces and indexed 45° with
respect to the canard surfaces, as well as those for the body-wings,
body-canards, and body-alone configurations. In addition to the basic-
data presentation, some transfer equations are included-that may be used
to facilitate the preparation of various types of analysis figures.
sYmoLs
The basic results of t% tests are presented as coefficients of
forces and moments referred to the body-axis system (fig. 1) with the
moment reference point for all configurations located 6.25 body dismeters
forward of the base of the body (-19.5 percent of the wing mean aero-
-C chord).
c~ normal-force coefficient, -z/qs
C(J chord-force coefficient, -x/qs
cm pitching-mment coefficient, M ‘/qSE
% lateral-force coefficient, Y/qs






























normal force along Z-sxis
chord force along X-axis
pitching moment about Y-axis
lateral force along Y+cis
rolling moment about X-tis
‘yawing moment about Z-axis-
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sqft
total wing area resulting from etiending the wing leading
edge and trai~ edge to the body center Mne
.
wing mean aerodynamic chord, h.
dismeter of body, in.
span of wing, in.









horizontal canard deflection @e,
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MODELS AND APPARATUS
Sketches of the models are shown ti figure 2. The geometric char-
acteristics of the models are presented in table I.
The body of the model was composed of a parabolic nose followed by
the frustm of a cone Wch was faired into a cylinder. The body length
was varied through the use of different lengths of the cylindrical por-
tion. Resulting body fineness-ratios were 15.7 and 19.1. Coordinates
of the body are given in table II. “The canard sm’faces and the wing had
delta plan fonns with he~onal sections and leading edges swept 70°.
The ratio of exposed canard area to exposed %cLngarea for the basic con-
figuration was 0.10. The horizontal canard was motor driven and deflec-
tions could be set by remote control. Tip ailerons of triangular plan
form were provided on one pair of wings only (normally in the horizontal
pm). It was possible to rotate the rear portion of the bdy con-
taining the cructiorm wings so that the wings might either be alined with
the canard surfaces or’indexed 45° with respect to the canard surfaces.
Force measurements were made through the use of a six-component
internal strain-gage balance. The model was mounted in the tunnel on a
remotely controllable rotary-t~ sting. The sngle-of-incidence range
was from 0° to about 26° at various roll angles from 0° to 90°.
TESTS, CORRECTIONS, AND ACCURACY
The conditions for the tests were:
Mach number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...2.01
Stagnation temperature,%. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l10
Stagnation pressure, atmospheres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0
keynolds number~basedon~ . . . . . . . . . ...”... 3.47 x 106
I
The stagnation dewpotit was maintained sufficiently’low (-25° F or
less) so that no condensation effects were encountered in the test
section.
The angle of incidence was corrected for the deflection of the
balsnce and sting under load. The Mach nmnber variation in the test
section was appro-tely *0.01 and the flow-angle variation in the
vertical and horizontal planes did not exceed about kO.lO. No correc-
tions were ap@ied to the data to account for these flow variations. The
base pressure was measured and the chord force was adjusted to a base




















































































































































































































































































































The basic remil.tsare ccmputed for body-axis system and are pre-
sented as functions of ‘the incidence amgle i for various constant roll
angles @. It is, perhaps, more conventional.to present aerodynamic data
for a particular axis system for various amgles of attack and singlesof
sideslip. The selection of an axis”system ad angle notation is a matter
of judgment dependent upon what may be most convenient or most useful for
a particular purpose. The axes systems commly employed are the body,
wind, and stability systems. A description of the angle notations and
axes systems is presented in appendix A @ the transfer equations neces-
sary to convert the present results to other forms are presented in
., appendix B.
The figures are presented in the following manner:
BoCtYdO?le:
Figure
. . . . . . .
[
3 a)
. . . . . . . 3 b)
. . . . . . . . k(a)
. . . . . . . 4(b)





















































































Bdy-cmard, Z/d = 19.1:
~= o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ = 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~=12 . . . . . * . . *..*...*.
Body-wing, Z/d = 15.7:
Inline wings . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Tl@exedwings . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘Body-wing, 2/d =19.1:
Inlinenings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indexed Wings . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BodY-~-c~, z/a .15.7; ~ TZWS:
~=o . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o. .
~ = 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
% = 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























~=o, ba= +Jo (left afleron do~ 100, right
mo-m-c~,
~=o . . . .
%=8 . . . .
~=u . . .
Body-wing-canard,
~=o . . . .
%=8 . . . .
~=u . . .
Body-wing-canard,
~=o . . . .
@=8 . . . .
,. ~=E . . .
Z/d = 15.7, indexed wings:
. ..*O. . . . . . . . . . l
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z/d = 19.1, inlin.e Win@:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z/d = 19.1, indexed -s:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































Tbrough the use of the equations given in appendix






































roll angles $ to provide a wu&ing angle of si-&lip at various con-
stant angles of attack. ~s procedure has been followed and the tabu-
lated coefficients at combined angles of attack and sideslip for one
configuration are given in table III. .
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Numerous types of analyses, of course, are possible but in order
to expedite publication of these results, none are included in this data
report.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., ~ 27, 1954.
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KPPENDIX A
SYSTEMS AND ANGLE DEFINDZONS
o
Presentation of basic results.- The basic results for this report
are computed for the bcily-axessystem and are presented as functions of
the incidence angle i for various constant roll angles ~. The inci-
dence angle (see fig. 1) is defined as the angle between the body X-axis
and the relative wind (line of flight) in the plane containing the bcdy
x-axis and the line of flight. The roll angle @ is the angular dis-
placement about the body X-tis of the body X,Z-plane fram the plane
containing the body X-tis and the Hne of f~ght. From these two angles
alone it is possible to locate the bdy in space with respect to its ~ .
of flight.
Body axes. - 5e body axes are a system of axes fixed within the model
with the origin at the center of gravity or moment reference point and
the X-axis is an arbitrary axis in the vertical plane of synmetry and
usually points along the body reference center line. The Y-axis is per-
pendicular to the vertical plane of symmetry and points along the hori-
zontal plane. The Z-sxis is in the vertical plane of 6ymet~ and per-
pendicular to the x-axis l
Wind =S. - The wind axes are a system of axes in which the X-axis
always points along the ~ of flight (into the relative wind). The
Z-@s lies in the vertical plane containing the wind X-axis and is per-
pendicular to the wind X-axis, and the wind Y-axis is perpendicular to
both the X- and !&S.XeS.
Stability axes.- The stability axes are a system of axes in which
the X-axis is the intersection of the vertical plane of symmetry of the
model with a plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry aud parallel
with the line of flight. The stability Y-axis is perpendicular to the
vertical plane of symetzy, and the stability Z-tis is in the vertical.
plane of symnetry and perpendicular to the stabiLity X--s. The stabil-
ity axes system is, in effe”ct,a combination of the b@y and-wind axes
in that the stability and wind -s are identical in the angle-of-attack
plane when the yaw angle is zero and the stabillty and body axes are
identical in the angle-of-yaw plane when the angle of attack is zero.
Hence, the stability axes do not pitch with the model but do yaw with
the model.
Angle system.- 5e angle of attack is defined as the angle between
the body X-axis and the projection of the body X-ads on the plane con-
taining the line of flight and the body Y-axis. The angle of sidesl.ip
is the angle between the line of flight and the projection of the body









The equations necesssry to convert the amgles of incidence and roll
to angles of attack and sideslip are as follows:
tsna= Cos g tan i
Sinp= sin $ sin i
The transfer equations necessary to convert the forces and moments
from the lxiiyaxes are as follows:
From body axes to stability axes:
Zs = ~ cos a -XB sina
.
Ls = LB cos u +% sin a
Ms ‘ = MB’
Ns =Ncosa-L sina
From body axes to wind EWS:
-——. — —. ———- —.—-
—. — .—. _— —
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Y~ COB f3-x-Bcos asing) -~sinasin$



















Aerodynamic Characteristics in Pitch of a Series
Missiles With Canard Controls at a Mach Number
L53114, 1953.
Component Tests T~ Determine the Aerodynamic
Characteristics of anA1l-Movable 70” Delta Canard-m Control in
the Presence of a My at a ~ch Nuuiberof 1.61. NACA RM L53103,
1953.
SPearman, M. Leroy: Effect of Large Deflections of a Canard Control
and Deflections of a Wing-Tip Control on the Static-Stability and
Induced-Roll Characteristics of a Cruciform Canard Vtissileat a
Mach Number of 2.01. NACA RM L53K03, 1953.
SPearmm, M. Leroy, and Robinson, Ross B.: Aerodynamic Character-
istics of a Cruciform-WingMissile With Canard Control Surfaces
and of Some Very Ebll Span Wing-Body Missiles at a Mach Number
of 1.41. NACARML%Bll, 1954.
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TABLE I
GEOMHRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL
in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0.
at body center line, in. . . . . . .
at body intersection, in. . . . . . .
at aileron breakline, in. . . . . .
Area (leading and trai~g edges extended to
body center line), sq in. . . . . . . .
Area (exposed), sq in. . . . . . . . . .
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...
Sweep angle of leading edge, deg . . . .
5ckness ratio at body center line . . .
Thickness ratio at aileron break line . .
Leading-edge angle normal to leading edge,
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. . . . . . . .
Aileron:
Area, sh in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Meanaerodynsmic chord... . . . . . . .
Thickness ratio at break line . . . . . .
Canard surfaces:
Area (exposed) sq in. . . “. . . . . . . .
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sweep angle of leading edge, deg . . . .
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. . . . . . . .
Ratio of exposed area to wing exposed area
Body:
Maximum diameter, in.... . . . . . . .
Base area, sh in...... .. ;....
Len@h(long body), in. . . . . . . . . .
Length(shor tbody),in. . . . . . . . .
Finen.eSS ratio (10~ body) . . . . . . . .
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TABLE II
BODY COORDIIW!ES








































!lmmmEo REsuIm FOR VARIOUSf!mms a?’ ATrAcKm Sllllmm
[ 1CimlpleteI lcxiel;l/ci=15.7;illlinewi13gB
(a) ~ = OO.
a.4°



































































15 X2.4 -3.26 0.39 -0.125 -0.0059
13.2 -5.66 .392 -.W -.03%
% 14.55 -8.46 .397 -.124 -.0026







15 16.54 -4.39 0.527 -:::% -0.0080 -0.018 0.102
17.56 -7.62 .529 -.007’7 -.052 .21.8
z 19.29 -11.35 .532 -.147 -.0057 -.083 .353
45 22.07 -16.oo .533 -.141 -.0003 -.120 .521
a= 20°
15 20.65
-5.57 0.678 -0.166 -0.0149 -0.025 0.147
21.88 -9.63 .675 -.169 -.0144 -.061 .294
z 23.96 -14.34) .686 -.ln -.01Z7 -.094 .463
a.= 24°
15 24.75 -6.&I 0.863 -o.lg5 -0.0140 -0.069 0.236
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,
TABLE 111.- Concluded
~ RESULTS FOR VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP
[Complete model; 2/d = 15.7; inline Wingq
















































15 8.28 -2.16 0.263 -0.045 -0.0006 -0.012 0.044
8.82
-3 l 75 .265 -.045 .0018 -.026 .088
% 9=74 -5.62 .267 -.045 .0028 ‘ -.042 .150
45 1.I.24 -8.00 .275 -.042 .0044 -.063 .236
60 15.70 -13.68 .291 -.041 .0080 -.102 .424
a= 120
15 12.4Q -3.26 0.398 -0.090 -0.0027 -0.012
13.20 -5.66 .407 -.092 -.0017 -.038
;; 14.55 -8.46 .411. -.090 -.0006 -.064
45 16.73 -12.00 .422 -.087 .0025 -.092
a= 16°
15 16.54 -4.39 0.538 -0.122 -0.0083 -0. 0L2
17.56 -7.62 l 550 -.lzl -.0067 -.047
;; 19.29 -Il. 35 l 555” -.l.zl -.0062 -.080










15 20.65 :; l ;; o l 695 -0.137 -0. ow -0.025 0.122
21.88 .700 -.141 -.0091 -.062 .262
% 23.96 -14: p .706 -.151 -.0120 -.096 .444
a . 21+0
— —
15 24.75 -6.80 0.870 -0,164 -0.0141 -0.051 0.184
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(a) Z/d = 1’5.7.
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(a) ~~ = OO.
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(c) W = 12”.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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(a) ~ = OO.
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(b) ~ = 8°.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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(c)
Figure
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(a) MMne wings.
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(b) Continued.
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(a) Inline wings.
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(a) ~ = o.
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Figure
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(d) Concluded.
‘ Figure 8.- Continued.
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i
(e) 13a = *loo.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(a) ~ = OO.
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(b) Continued.
Figure 9.- Continued. .
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Figure 9.-” Continued.
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.(a) b= = ().
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(b) ~ = 80.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(c) ~ = 12°.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(a) ~ = OO.
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(b) ~ = 8°.
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(b)
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